
. Bright GREEN & Calming BROWN !! .

. INSPIRATION! .

' Always behave like a duck - keep calm & unruffled
on the surface, but paddle like the devil underneath.' 

Jacob M. Braude

This is such a beautiful nod to nature on Mother's Day;
a mama duck leading the way for her little family. It is

always so beautiful to watch the mothers in nature
as they tend to their little ones.

Jacob M. Braude
Quotes



. ART .

This painting by Mary Cassatt is a sensitive portrayal of
Mothers. Many of her works centered around children

and portray the gentle spirit she felt towards family.

LINK to Artist - Mary Cassatt

. INTERIOR DESIGN .



A Statement in Green & Brown !
This Space works really well because:

There is beautiful contrast between the spring green
and the natural and calming brown tones!

I particularly like this image because so many of us
have these small spaces to design. The most has

been made of this space with small scale furnishings



& thoughtful placement of elements.

Notice how the horizontal siding on the end wall
makes the space appear wider. The glass top table

provides a reflective and translucent surface.

Cushions hung from a rod make smart use of the
space by suspending pillows for back comfort.

. PAPER ART .

This charming artistic creation is beautifully displayed
under a glass cloche. Simple perfection!

Brown Paper Bag Creations



With my every best wish...

There are so many people in our lives who take on an
importance we never expected. Sometimes family,

sometimes friends... who we lean on for their wisdom,
support, confidence & love. These special people can
very much take on the role of 'Mother'... and in soft &
subtle ways they share their wisdom & generous spirit
with us. It is a beautiful thing to share your love with
someone who needs you. 'Happy Mother's Day' to

everyone who is a 'mom' to their children and to those out
there who emotionally adopt others and listen,

guide, nurture & love them unconditionally!

...with my every best wish, Barbara

Here is a LINK to all our past COLOR Messages to YOU!

Archive of COLOR Messages



EMERALD & VIOLET STUDIO
We are all about Art, Color & Design!!!

I am working on creating classes that I will be able to
share with you online, via Zoom or another method. I'll be

in touch as soon as I have it all developed.
Until then take good care, be well & stay healthy!

A LINK to our Website:

Hours:
Currently closed...

Call Barbara at #216.310.0080 with any questions!

Emerald & Violet Studio
9722 Columbia Road, Olmsted Falls 44138

216.310.0080

www.emeraldandvioletstudio.com


